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THE PRESENT CRISIS. 

"When a deed la done for Freedom, through the broad earth's aching breaet 
:B1UI8 a thrill of Joy prophetic, trembling on from East to West, 
And the slave, where'er he oowers, feels the soul within him climb 
'To the awful verge of manhood, as the energy Rublime 
o()f a century bursts fnll·blOIISOmed on the thorny stem of Time. 

'ThronJCh the walla ot hut a11d pabce shoot3 the instantaneous throe 
When the tTavail of the Ag~>s wrings earth's sy~tcms to and f1·o; 
.At the birth of each DeW Era, with a recog11uing start, 
Nation wildly looks at nation, standing with mute lips apart, 

.An<! glad Truth'a yflt mightier man-child leaps beneath the Future's heart, 
* * * •. * * * * 

For man'kind are one in ~<pirit and an instinct bears along, 
Ronnd the earth's electric cJicle, the swift flash of right and wrongo; 
'\'ihether conscious or unconscious, yet Humanity's vast frame 
Tproughit!l ocean-aundered fibres feels the gush of Joy or shame;
Jn the gain or loss of one ra..:e all the rest ho.vo eqnal claim. 

Qncc to eve1·y man and nation comes the moment to decide, 
"In the atnfe of Truth with Falsehood, for the good or evil side; 
&me grea~ canso, Gotl's new Messiah, o1fering each the bloom or blight, 
.Parts the goats upon the lift hand and the eh8<'p upon the right, 
.And the choloe goes l;y forever 'twixt that darkness and the light . 

. ;. * * * * * * * 
:Carelea .. eelllll the great avenged ; histoq's pages but record 
One death-grapple in the darkneBB 'twixt old systems and tlle word; 
Truth forever oe the sca1fold, Wrong forever on the throaP,-
Yet that scatrolll s'\'l'ays the Future, anll behind the dim unknown 
Standeth God within the sbadow, keeping watc.a above his own. 

We aee dimly in the Present what is small a11d what is great, 
Slow ot faith, how weak au arm turn the iron helm of fate, 
But theeou! is still oracular; amid the market's din, 
Liat;theominonastern whisper from the DelDhic cave witlin-
... Tbey enslave the1r cbtldreu's children who make compromise with sin." 

• * * * * * * * 
Then to aide with Truth is noble, when we &hare her wretched cruet, 
Ere her cause bring fame and pn1lt, and 'tis pra.perous to be just; 
When it !a th., bra vtt man chooses, while the coward stands aside, 
DoubtiDaln bia abject spirit, till his Lord ia crucified, 
ADd the multitude make virtue of the Mth tbt~y had denied. G l 
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Count me ()'er earth's chosen heroes-they were 100ln that stood alo110r 
While the men they agonized for burled the contumeliow ·1t.oue 
Stood serene, and down the future saw the golden beam intJlin& 
To the side of perfect.Justlce, mastered by their faith divine, 
By one man's plain truth to manhood and to God's sopromo design. 

* * * * * * * * 
For Hnmanity sweeps onward; where to-day the martyr stands, 

. On the morrow crouches Judas with the silver in his hand:~; 
Far in frcnt the cross stands ready and tho cracklin~~: fagots bum, 
While the tooting mob of yesterday in silent awe return 
To glean up t:te scattered ashes into History's golden urn. 

* ->:· * * * * * * 
They bavo rights who dare maintain them; we are traitors to our sires. 
Smothering in their holy ashes Freedom's new.Jit altar fif(:S; 
Shall we make their creed ourjailor1 Shall we, in onr haste to slay, 
From the tombs of the old prophets steal the tnnerallamps away 
To light up the martyr-fagots round the prophets of to-day' 

New occasions teach new duties; Time makes ancient good uncouth; 
They must upward still, and onward, who would keep abreast of Truth; 
So, before Ull gleam her camp-fires! we ourselves must Pilgrims be, 
Launch our Mayflower, and steer boldly through the desperato winter eea.,. 
Nor attempt the Future's portal with the Past's blood·1'U8ted.key. J 

December ,1841S J £liES RtrSIIEL LoWBU..-
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The Principles of Social Freedom . 

• 

It has been said by a very wise person that there is a trinity in all 

"things, the perfect unity of the trinity or a tri-unity being necessary to 
make a complete objective rea~ization. Thus we have the theological 

Trinity: The Father, the Son and the IIoly Ghost; or Cause, Effect 
and the Process of Evolution. Also the political Trinity : Freedom, 

Equality, Justice or Indim"duality, Unity, Adjustment; the first term of 

which is also resolvable into these parts, thus: Religious freedom, politi
<!al freedom and social freedom, while Religion, Politics and Socialism 

are the Tri-unity of Humanity. There are also the beginning, the end 

and the intermediate space, time and motion, to all experien<'es of space, 
time and motion, an<,l the diameter, circumference and area, ·or length, 

breadth and depth to all form. 

Attention has been called to these scientific facts, for the purpose 
of showing that .for any tri-unity to lack one of its terms is for it to be 

incomplete; and that in the order of natural evohJtion, if two terms 
exist, the third must also exist. 

Religious freedom do~, in a measure, exist in this country, but not 

yet perfectly; that is to say, a person is not "entirely independent of 
public opinion regarding matters of conscience. Though since Political 

freedom has existed in theory, every person has the right to entertain 
any religious theory he or she may conceive to be true, and govern· 

ment <Call take no cognizance thereof-lie is only amenable to society

despotism. The necessary corollary to Religious and Politi~al freedom 
is Social freedom, which is the third term of the trinity; that is to say, 

.if Religious and Political freedom exist, perfecttd, Social freedom is at 
that very moment guru:antced, since Social freedom is the fruit of that 
..condition. 
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We find the principle of Individual freedom waa quite: donnant. 
until it began to !'peak against the right of religious despots, to deter
mine what views should be advocated regarding the relations of the 
creature to· the Creator. Persons began to find ideas creepiug into-their 
souls at variance with the teachings of the clergy ; which ideas became· 
so strongly fixed that' they were compelled to protest against Religious 
Despotism. Thus, in the sixteenth century, was begun the battle for 
Individual freedom. The claim that rulers had 110 right to control ~he 
consciences of the people was boldly made, and right nobly did the fight 
continue until the absoluk right to individual opinion was wrung from 
the despots, and even the common people found themselves entitled to
not only entertain but also to promulgate any belief or •heory of which 
they could . conceive. . : 

. With yielding the control over the conscier.ces o( individuals, the· 
~espots had no thought of giving up any right to their persons. But 
Religious freedom naturally led the people to question the right of this 
control, and in the eighteenth century a new protest fo.Wld expression 
in the French Revolution, and it was baptized by a deluge of bl~ 
yielded by thousands of lives. But not until an enlightened people 
freed themselves from English tyranny was the right to self-government. 
acknowledged in theory, and not yet even is it fully accorded in practice, 
as a legitimate result of that theory. 

It may seem to be a strange proposition to make! that there is no
such thing yet existent in the world as ·self-government, in. its political' 
aspects. But such is the fact. I1 self-government be the rule, every self' 
must be its subject. If a p~rson govern, not only Mmse?fbut others,. 
that is despotic government, and it matters not if that control be over 
one or over a thousand individuals, or over a nation; in each case it 
_would be the same principle of power exerted outside of self and over 
others, and tkis is despotism, whether it is exercised by one person over 
his subjects, or by twenty persons over a nation, or by one-half the people 
of a nation over the.other half thereo£ There is no escaping the fact 
that the principle by which the male citizens of these United States 
assume to rule the female citizens is not th~t of self-government, but that 
of despotism ; and so the fact is that poets have sung songs of freedom, 
and anthems of liberty have resounded for an empty shadow. 
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King George IIL and his Parliament denied our forefathers the

right to make their own laws ; they rebelled, and being successful, in· 
augurated this government. But men do not seem to comprehend that 

they are now pursuing toward women the same despotic cou~e that 

King George pursued toward the American colonies. 
But what is freedom? The press and our male governors are very 

much exercised about this question, since a certain set of resolutions 

were launched upon the public by Paulina Wright Davis at Apollo 

Hall, May 12, 1871. They are as follows: 

Resolved, That the basis of order is freedom from bondage ; not, 
indeed, of such "order" aR reigned in Warsaw, which grew out of the 
bondage; but of such order as reigns in Heaven, whir.h grows out of> 
that developefl manhood and we manhood in which each 1 ecomes "a 
law unto himsel£" 

Resolved, That freedom is a principle, and that as such it inay be 
trusted to ultimate in harmonious social results, as in America, it has 
resulted in harmomous and beneficent political results; that it has not 
hitherto been adequately trusted in the social domain, and th.lt the 
woman's movement means no less than the complete social as well as 
the polit.ical enfranchisement of mankind. 

Resolved, That the evils, sufferings and disabilities of women, as 
well as of men, are social still more than they are political, and that a 
statement of woman's rights which ignores the right of self-ownership· 
as the first of all rights is insufficient to meet the demand, and is ceas
ing to enlist the enthusia.>m and even the common interest of the most.. 
intelligent portion of the community. 

Resol·ved, That the principle of freedom is one principle, and not a· 
collection of many different and unrelated principles; that there is not. 
at bottom one principle of freedom of conscience as in Protestantismt 
and another principle of freedom from slavery as in Abolitionism, an
other of freedom of locomotion as in our dispensing in America with 
the passport system of Europ!; another of the freedom of .the pres:~ as 
in Great Britain and America, and st'!ll another of social freedom at 
large; but that freedom is one and indivisible; and that slavery is so 
also; that freedom and bondage or restriction is the alternative and the 
issue, alikfl, in every case; and that if freednm is good in one C8BC it is 
good in all; that we in America have builded on freedom, politically, 
and that we <.annot consistently recoil from that expansion of freedom 
which shall make it the basi!~ of all our institutions; and finally, that 
so far as we have trusted it, it has proved, in the main, safe and 
profitable. 

Now, is there anything so terrible in the language of these resolutions 

as to threaten the foundations of society? They assert that every indi

vidual has a better right to herself or himself than any other person can 

have. No living soul, who does not desire to havt}--C<>ntro over, or 
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·ownership in, another person, can have any valid objection to anything 

expressed in these resolutions. Those who are .not willing to give up 
control over others; who desire to own somebody beside themselves; 

who are constitutionally predisposed against self-government and the 
giving of the same freedom to others that they demand for themselves, 
w.ill of c0urse object to them, and such are the people with whom we 

.s11all have to contend in this new struggle for a greater liberty 
Now, the individual is either self-owned and self-possessed or 18 not 

so self-possessed. If he be self-owned, he is so because he has an in· 
JM:rent right to self, which right cannot be delP.gated to any second person; 
. a right--as the American Declaration of Independence has it-which is 
"inalienable." The individual must be responsible to self and God for 

his acts. If he be owned and poS::!essed by some second person, then 

;there is no such thing as individuality: and that for which the world 

l1as been striving these thousands of years is the merebt myth. 
But against this irrational; illogical, inconsequent and irreverent 

.theory 1 boldly oppose the spirit of the age-that spirit which will not 

.admit all civilization to be a failure, and all past experience to count for 
nothing; against that demagogism, I oppose the plain principle of free

d0m in its fullest, purest, broadest, deepest application and significance-
the freedom which we sec exemplified in the starry firmament, where 

whirl innumerable worlds, and never one of which is made to lose its 

individuality, but each performs its ,part in the grand economy of the 

universe, giving and receiving its natural repulsions and attractions; we 

also see it exemplified in every department of nature about us: in the 
:Sunbeam and the dewdrop; in the storm-cloud and the spring shower; 

Jn the driving snow t>nd the congealing rain-all of which speak more 

oeloquently than can human tongue of the heavenly beauty, symmetry 

and purity of the spirit of freedom which in them reigns untrammeled. 

Our government is based upon the proposition that : All men and 
women are born free and equal and entitled to certain inalienable rights, 

;arnong which are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Now what 

we, who demand social freedom, ask: is simply that the government of 
this oountry shall be administered in accordance with the spirit of this 

-pcoposition. .Kothing more, nothing less. If that proposition mean any

lhing, it means just what it eays, without qualification, limitation or 
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equivocation. It means that every person who comes into the world of 
outward existence is of equal right as an individual, and is free as an in· 

dividual, and that he or she is entitled to pursue happiness in whatever 

direction he or she may choose. Now this is absolutely true of all men 

and all women. But just here the wise-acres stop and tell us that every· 
body must .not pursue happiness in his or her own way ; since to do so 
absolutely, would be to have no protection against the action: of indi

viduals. These good and well-meaning people only see one-half of what 

is involved in the proposition. They look at a single individual· and for 

the time lose sight of all others. They do not take into their considera, 
tion that every other individual beside the one whom they contemplate is 

equally with him entitled to the same freedom; and that each is free 

within the area of his or her indivi~ual sphere; and not free within the 

sphere of any other individual whatever. They do not seem to recog· 

nize the fact that the moment one person gets out of his sphere into the 

sphere of another, that other must protect him or herself against such in· 
vasion of rights. They do not seem to be able to comprehend that the 

moment one person encroaches upon another person's rights he or she 

ceases to be a free man or woman and becomes a despot. To all such 

persons we assert: that it is freedom and not despotism which we advo· 
cate and demand; and we will as rigorously demand that individuals be 

xestricted to their freedom as any persou dare to demand ; and as rigor· 

ously demand that people who are predisposed to be tyrants instead of 

free men or women shall, by the government, be so restrained as to make 
the exercise of their proclivities impossible. 

If life, liberty and the pursuit oi happiness are inalienabk rights in 

the individual, and government is based upon that inalienability, then 

it must folkw as a legitimate sequence that the functions of that govern· 
ment are to guard and protect the right to life, liberty and the pursuit 

of happiness, to the end that every person may have the most perfect 
exercise of them. .And the most perfect exercise of such rights is 

ooZy attained when every individual is not only fully protected in his 

rights, but also strictly restrained to the exercise of them within his 
own sphere, and positively prevented from proceeding beyond its limits, 

so as to encroach upon the sphere of another: unless tha~ other first 

ogree thereto. 
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From these generalizations certain specializations are deducible, by 

which all questions of rights must be determined : 

1. Every living person has certain rights of which no law can right

fully deprive him. 
2. Aggregates of persons form communities, who erect governments. 

to secure regularity and order. 
3. Order and harmony can alone be secured in a community 

where every individual of whom it is composed is fully protected in the 

exercise of all individual rights. 

4. Any government which enacts laws to deprive individuals of 

the free exercise of their right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happineiS

is despotic, and such laws are not binding upon the people who protest. 

agai.nst them, whether they be a majority or a minority. 

5. When every individual is secure in the possession and exercise 

of all his rights, then every one is also secure from the interference of 

all other parties. 

6. All inharmony and disorder arise from the attempts of indi

viduals to interfere with the rights of other individuals, or from the 

protests of individuals again~>t governments f<?r depriving them of their 
inalienable rights. · 

These propositions are all self·evident, and must be accepted by 

every person who subscribes to our theory of government, based uP<>n 

the sovereignty of the individual; consequently any law in force which 

conflicts with any of them is not in acco~d with that theory and is. 
therefore unconstitutionaL 

A fatal error into which most people fllll, is, that rights are conceded 

to governments, while they are only possessed of the right to perform 

duties, as a further analysis will show: 

In the absence of any arra11gement by the members of a community 

to secure order, eaclt individual is a law unto himself, so far as he is 

capable of maintaining it against all other individuals; but at the mercy 

of all such who are bent. on conquest. Such a condition is anarchy~ 

But if ia individual freedom the whole number of individuals unite ro 
secure eqit.ality and protection to themselves, they thereby surrender no 
individual rights to the community, but they simply invest the commu

nity with the power to perform certain specified dulies, which are sd 
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forth in.tbe lnw of t.he:ir' combination. Illilce a gov-ernment erecte<l 

\>y the peop~e is invested, not with th~ ri,g/~Jt of the people, but with 
the duty of protecting and maintaining their rights £ntact; and any gov· 

crnrnent is·ajailure or n suecess j~st sp fltr as it fails or succeeds in this 

4uty; and these $,re th~ legitim~te functions of goverlil!lent 
I have before said that every per:>on has- the right to, and can, de·· 

~tmine for himself·wlu~t be will do, oven to taking the life of another .. 

But it is equally true that the attac~ed person has the tight to defead 

Qis life against such nssault. If the person succeed in taking the 
life, he thereby demonstrates that he is a tyrant who is at all times 
ljable to invad-e the right to life, and that every individual of the com.
:rpuniv is put in jeopardy by the freedom of this person. lienee it is 

t)le duty of the government to so restrict the freedom of this person as. 

to make it impossible for him to ever ~gain practice such tyranny~ 

Here Lhe duty of the .community ceases. It has 110 right to take tho 
life of the individual. That is his own, inali'enaJXy .vested in him, both 

hy God and the Constl~ution. 
A peroon may also appropriate the· property of another if he 80' 

Qhoose, and there is no way to prevent it; but. once having thus invad

ed the righ~ of anot.her, the whole community is in danger from the· 
propensity of this-person. It is therefore the duty of government to se> 

~train the liberty of the person as to prevent him from invading th~ 
spheres of other perso:1s in a manner· against which he himself demands, 

and is entitled to, protection. 

The same rule applies to that class of persons who have a propensity 
to steal Q1' to destroy the chan~Cter of others. This class of encroachers 

u"pon o~bers' rights, in some senses, are more reprehensible than any 
other, save only those who invade the rights of life ; since for persons. 
to be made to appear what they are not .may, perhaps, be to place them 

in such relations -with third pef89ns as to destroy their means of pur
suing happiness. Those who thu.~ invade the purs\lit of happiness by 

others, should be held to be the worst enemies of society ; proportiona

bly worse than the com~n burglar o.r thi~f, as what they destroy is. 

JD.Or~ v&luable than i3 that which the burglar or thief can appropriate. 

For robbery there may be &OTM exouse, since vthat is stolen mJJ.Y be re
q~red w contribute to actual needs j but that which ~e aa!l'ein of ohar-1 
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-acter appropriates doea neither good to lnmseJf nor to any one else, nnd 

makes the loser poor indee<l Such persons are the wo~t enemies of 

society. 
· I have been thus explicit in the analys~ of the principles of free

dom in their application to the common affairs of life, because I desired, 

before approaching the ma.in subject, to have it well set.tkd as to what 

may justly be considered the rights of individuals ; or in other words 

what individual sovereignty implies. 
It would be considered a very unjust and arbitrary, as well as an 

unwire thi~g, if the government of the United States were to pass a law 
compelling persons to adhere during life to everything they should 

to-day accept as their religion, their politics and their vocations. 1\ 
would manifestly be a departure from the true functions of government. 
'The apology for what I claim to be an iovasion of the rights of the 

individual is found in the law to enforce contracts. While the enforce
ment of contracts in which pecuniary considerations are involved is a 

matter distinct and different from that of the enforcement of contracts 

, involving the happiness of individuals, even t"n !}zem the government has 
no legitimate right to interfere. The logical deduction of the right of 

1 two people to make a contract without consulting the government, or 
. any third party, is the right of either or both of. the parties to withdraw 

·without consulting any third party, either in reference to its enforct"ment 
I 

·.or as to damages. 

1 
As has been stated, such an arrangement is the result of the exer

fdse of the 1ight of two or more individuals to unite their rights, per
: fectly independent of every outside party. There is neither right nor 
'·.duty beyond the uniting-the contracting-individuals. So neither 

~an there be an appeal to a third party to 1settle any difference which 

~may arise between such parties. All such contracts have their legiti·· 
·l"nate basis and security in the honor and purposes of the contracting 
!parties. It seems to me that, admitting our theory of government, no 

'proposition can be plainer than is this, notwithstanding the practice is 
entirely different. But I am now discussing the abstract principles of 

the rights of freedom, which no practice that may be in vogue must be 
'permitted to deter us from following to legitimate conclusions. 

In all general contracts, people have the protection of government 
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in contracting for an hour, a day, a week, a y~ar, a decade, or a life, and 
neither the government nor a~y other tht'rd party or person, or aggregates 

of persons ever tht'nk of making a scale of respectability, graduated by 
the length of time for which the contracts are made and maintained. 
Least of all does the government require that any of these contracts 
shall be entered into for life. Why should the social relations of the 
sexes be made subject to a different theory? All enacted laws that are 

· for the purpose of perpetuating conditions which are themselves the 
results of evolution are so many obstructions in the path of progress; 
since if an effect attained to·day is made the ultimate, progress stops. 
"Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther," is not the adage of a progres
sive age like the present. Besides, there can be no general law made t()o 
determine what individual cases demand, since a variety of Mnditions 
cannot be subject to one and the same rule of operation. Here w~ 
arrive at the most important of all facts relating to human needs and 
experiences: That while every human being has a distinct individuality• 
and is entitled to all the rights of a sovereign over it, it is not taken 
into the con~ideration t]Jl.t no two of these individualities are made up of 
the self.same powers and experiences, and therefore cannot be governed 
by the same law to the same purposes. 

I would recall the attention of all objecting egotists, Phari~ees and' 

would·be regulators of society to the true functions of gov~rnment--to 
protect the complete exercise of individual rights, and what they are n 1 

living soul except the individual has any business to determine or 
meddle with, in any way whatever, unless his own rights are first in· 

fringed. 
If a person believe that a certain theory is a truth, and conse 

quently the right thing to advocate and practice, but from its bein 
unpopular or against established public opinion does not have the mora 
courage to advocate or practice it, that person is a moral coward and 

· traitor to his own conscience, which God gave for a guide and guard. 
· What I believe to be the truth I endeavor to practice, and, i 

advocating it, permit me to say I shall speak so plat"ri.ly that nor~ rna 

complain that I did not make myself understood. 
The world has come up to the present time through tho outwor 

ing of religious, political, philosophical and scientific principles, and tr 
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·day we stand upon the u~r:eslwld of greater discoveries .in more import.. 
ant things than have ever interested the intellect of man. We have 

arrived where -. the very jQuttdqiiau. of all that has been must be ana· 

lyzed and und~rstood-and this foundation is the relation Qf the sexes. 

These are the .b~.a of society---"-the very last to secure attention, because 

th~ most complGhensive of subjects. 
All other departments of inquiry which have their fountain in 

soei~ty have been formulated into spec£al science:~, and ·made legitimate 

I and popular subjects for investigation; but the science of society itself 
, has been, and still is, held to be too sacred a thing for science to lay its 

I rude h~nds upon. But of the relations of science to society we may 

I. say tho same that has been said of the relations of science to religion: 

"That religion has always wanted to do good, and now science is goio~ 

to tell it h<?w to do it" . . · 
Over the sexual relations, Irul.1'riages have endeavored to preserve 

, sway and to hold the people in subjection to what has been considered 
:a standard of moral purity. Whether this· has been successful or not 

may be determined from the fact that therer scores oj'tlwusa:nds of 

women wh<T nre denominated prostitutes, and who are supported by 

hundreds of thousands of men who should, for like reasons, also be de· 

. nominated prostitutes, since what will change a woman into a prostitute 

must also necessarily c~ange a man into the same. 

This <X ndition, called prostitution, seems to be the great evil at 
which religion and publi..: morality hurl their ap«ial weapons of con· 
demnation, as the _sum total of all diabolism; since for a woman to be a 

prostitute is to deny her not only all Christian, but aoo all humanita· 
1·ian rights. · 

But let us inquire into tpis :matter, to sec JUst what it is; not in the 

!vulgar or popular, or even legal senae, but in a pw-ely~ anc.l ~u.l!l 
moral sense. 

It must be remembered that we are seeking after truth for *h4• · 
of the truth, and in utter diareg1+rd of everything except the truth ; '-* ia 
t.o say, we are seeking for tho truth, " let it be what it may and lead 
~here it may." To illustrate, I would say the extremest thing posaiple. 
ff blank materialism were true, it would be best for the world io 
mow it. 
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If there be any who are not in harmony with this desire, then sue~ 
havenothing to do with what I have to say, for it will be.said regard· 
less of antiquated forms ot· fossilized dogmas, but in the' 8i;p,plest and 

lea.st offending language that I can choose. 
If there is anything in the whole universe that should ~nlis~ the 

earnest attention of everybody, and their support and advocacy to secure 

it, it is that upon which the true welfare and happiness of every:body 
depends. Now to what more than to anything else do humanity ow:e 

their welfare and happiness? MGSt clearly to being born int'o earthly 
existence with a sound and perfect physical, mental a~d moral begin: 

ning of life, with no taint or disease attaching to them, ~ith~r Ip~n:t:a:ny, 
morally or physically. To be so born involves the harmony · cif ~cqndi
tions which will produce such results. To have such conditions inv<;>lves 
the existence of such relations of the sexes as will in themse1ves pro· 

duce them. 

Now I will put the question direct. Are not these eminently proper 
subjects for inquiry and discussion, not in that manner of maudlin sen· 

timentality in which it h~ been the habit, but in a dignified, open, hunest 

and fearless way, in which subjects of so great importance slwuld be in
quired into and discussed? 

An exhaustive treatment of these subjects would involve the inquiry 

what should be the chief end to be gained by. entering into sexual rela· 

tions. This I must simply a~swer.by saying, "Good. children, who will 
not need to be regenerateu," and pass to the consideration of the rela· 
tions themselves. 

All the relations between the sexes that are recognized as legitimate 

are denominated marl'inge. But of what does marriage consist! This 

. very pertinent question requires settlement before nny real progress 
can be made as to what Social Freedom and Prostitutiun mean. It is 

. ad~itted by everybody that marriage is a union of the opposites in sex, 

but is it a princq)le of nature qutside of all law, or is it a law outside of 

all nature 7 Where .is the point befor~ reaching which it i!' not mnrnnge, 

but having reached which it is marriage? Is it where two meet and 

realize that the love element.'l of their nature are harmonious, and that. 
they blend into and make one purpose of life? or is it where a soulles• 

f()'f'm is pronounced over two who know no comminglin" of life's hopes 7 
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Or are both these processes required-first, the marriage union wt·thottf 
the law, to be afterward solemnizecl by the law? If both terms are 

required, does the marriage continue after the first departs? or if the 

restrictions of the law are removed and the love continues, does marriage 

continue? or if the law unite two who hate each other, i:> that marriage? 

Thus are presented all the possible aspects of the case. 

The courts hold if the law solemnly pronounce two married, that 

they are marrit::d, whether love is present or not. But is this really such 

a marriage as this enlightened age should demand? No I It is a stu

pidly arbitrary law, which can find no analogies in nature. Nature pro· 

claims in broadest terms, and all her subjects re-echo the same grana 

truth, that sexual unions, which result in reproduction, are marriage. 

And sex exists wherever there is reproduction. 

By analogy, the same law ascends into the sphere of and applies 

among men and women ; for arc not they a part and parcel of nature in 

which this law exists as a principle? This law of nature by which men 

and women are united by love is God's marriage law, the enactments of 

men to the contrary notwithstanding. And the precise results of this 

marriage will be determined by the character of those united ; all the 

experiences evolved from the marriage being the legitimate sequences 

thereo£ 
Marriage must consist either of love or of law, since it may exist in 

form with either term absent; that is to say, people may be married by 

latU and all love be lacking; and they may also be married by love and 

lack a~l sanction of law. True marriage must in reality consist entirely 

either of law or love, since there can be no compromise between the law. 

of nature and statute law by which the former shall yield to the latter. 

Law cannot change what nature has already determined. Neither 

:will love obey if law command. Law cannot compel two to love. It 

has nothing to do either with love or with its absence. Love is superior 

to all law, and so also is hate, indifference, disgust and all other human 

; sentiments which are evoked in the relations of the sexes. It legit

imately and logically follows, if love havem•ytMng to do with marriage, 

that law has nothing to do with it. And on the contrary, if law have 

o.nything to do with marriage, that love has nothing to do with it. And. 

there is no escaping the deduction. o;gitizedbyGoogle . 
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If the test of the rights of the individual be applied to determine · 
which of these propositions is the true one, what will be the result? 

Two persons, a male and a female, nieet, and are drawn together 
by a mutual attraction -a natural feeling unconsciously arising within 
their natures of which neitlter has any control-\~hich is denominated 
love. This is a matter that concerns tliese two, and no other living soul 
has any human right to say aye, yes or no, since it is a matter in which 
none except the two have any right to be involved, and from which it 
is the duty of these two to exclude every other person, since no one can 
love for another or determine why another loves. 

If true, mutual, natural attraction be sufficiently strong to be the 
· dominant power, then it decides marriage ; and if it · be so decided, 
no law which may be in force can any more prevent· the :union than a 
human law could prevent the transformation of water into vapor, or the 
confluence of two streams i and for precisely the same reasons : that it is 
a natural law which is obeyed ; which law is as high alJove human lata 

as perfection is high above imperfection. They marry and obey this: 
higher law than man can make-a law as old as the universe and na:. 
immortal as the elements, and for which there is no substitute. 

They are sexually united, to be which is to be married by nature, 
and to be thus married is to be united by God. This marriage is per· 
formed without special mental volition upon the part of either, although . 
the intellect may approve what the affections determine; that is to say, 
they marry because they love, and they love because they can neither 
prevent nor ass1~t it. Suppose after this marriage has continued an in· 
definite time, the unity between them depart~, could they any more 
prevent it than they can prevent the love? lt came without their bid· 
ding, may it not also go without their bidding? And if it go, does not. 
the marriage cease, and shoul<l ·any third persons or parties, either ns: 
individuals or as government; attempt to compel the continuance of a. 
unity wl1erein none of th~ elements of the union remain? 

f ~ . At no point in the process designated has there been any other than 
an exercise of the right of the two individuals to pursue happiness in 

:·their ow1' way, wltich way has neither crossed nor interfered with any 

/
'·one else's right to the same pursuit; therefore, there i.s no call for a 

law to change, modify, protect or punish this 0~ifz~~J~o ust bo) 
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\
. ooncluded, then, if individuals have the Constitutional right to pursue 

happiness in their own way, that all compelling laws of marriage and 

1• divorce are despotic, being remnants of the barbaric ages in which 
\ they were originated, and utterly unfitted for an age so advanced upon 
\ that, and so enlig!tte'Md in the general principles of freedom and equality, 
i as is this. 

It must be remembered that it is the sphere of government to per· 
form the duties which are required of it by the people, and 'that it has, 
in itself, no rights to exercise. These belong exclusively to the people 
whom it represents. It is one of the rights of a citizen to have a voice 
in determining what the duties of government shall be, and also pro
vide how that right may be exercised ; but government should not 

prohibit any right. •. 
I To love is a right higher than Constitutions or laws. It is a right 
J which Constitutions and laws can neither give nor take, and with which 
' :._ : they have nothing whatever to do, since in its very nature it is forever 
ind~pendent of both Constitutions and laws, and exists-comes and 
,goes-in spite of them. Governments might just as well assume to de· 
termine how people shall exercise th;ir right to think or to say that 
they shall not think at all, as to assume to determine that they shall not 
love, or how they may love, or that they shall love. 

The proper sphere of government in regard to the rdations of the 
sexes, is to enact such laws as in the present conditions of society are 
necessary to protect each individual in the free exercise of his or her 
rit]ht to love, and also to protect each individual from the forced inter

ference of every other person, that would compel him or her to submit to 

-frny action which is against their wish and will. If the law do this it 
fulfills its duty. If the law do not afford this protection, and worse stm, 

if it sanction this interference with the rights of an individual, then it is 
infamous law and worthy only of the old-time despotism; since indi\·idual 
tyranny forms no part of the guarantee of, or the right to, individual 
freedom. 

It is therefore a strictly legitimate conclusion that where there is no 

love as a basis of marriage there should be no marriage, and if that 
which was the basis of a marriage is taken away that the marriCLfJe also 
cooses fwm that time, statute laws to the contrary notwith a.ndina. 
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Such is the character of the law that permeates nature from sim· 

plest organic forms-units of nucleated protoplasm to the most complex 
"&ggrega.tion thereof-the human form. Ilaving determined that mar· 
riage consists of a union resulting from loYc, without any regard what

ever to the sanction of law, and consequently that the sexual relations 

resulting therefrom are strictly legitimate and natural, it is a very 
simple matter to determine what part of the sexual relations which are 

maintained are prostitutions of the relations. 

It is certain by this Higher Law, that m:trriages of convenience, 

and, still more, marriages characterized by mutual or par~ial repug· 

nance, are adulterous. And it does not matter whether the r~pugnance 
arises before or subsequently to the marriage ceremony. Compulsion, 

whether of the law or of a false public opinion, is detestable, as an 

· ·element even, in the regulation of the most tender and important of all 

human relations. 

I do not care where it is that sexual commerce results from '\he 
dominant power of one sex over tlte other, compelling him or her to 

.submission against the instincts of love, and where hate or disgust is 
present, whether it be in the gilded palaces of Fifth avenue or in 

. the lowest purlieus of Greene street, there is prostitution, and all the 

law that a thousand State Assemblies may pass cannot make it 
otherwise. 

I know whereof I speak; I have seen the most damning mtsery 
resulting from legalized prostitution. Misery such as the most de

graded of those against whom society has shut he·r doors never 

know. Thousands of poor, weak, unresisting wives are yearly 

murdered, who stand .in spirit-life looking down upon the sickly, 
half made-up childreu left behind, imploring honnanity for the sake 

of honor and virtue to look into this matter, to look into i~ to the 
very bottom, and bring out into the fair daylight all the blackened, 

sickening deformities that have so long been hidden by the screen 
of public opinion and a sham morality. 

It does not matter how much it may still be attempted to glos8 

these things over and to label them sound and pure ; you, each and 

every one of you, l"TWw that .what I say is truth, and if you ques· 
tion your own souls you dare not reply: it is not so. If these things 
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to which I refer, but of which I shudder to think, are not abu8e811 
of the sexual relations, what are? 

You may or may not think there is help for them, but I say
Heaven help us if such barbarism cannot be cured. 

I would not be understo?d to say that there are no good con• 
ditions in the present marriage state. By no means do I say this;. 
on the contrary, a very large proportion of present SOC1al relations are 
commendable-are as good as the present status of society makes pos· 
sible. But what I do assert, and that most positively, is, that alt 
which is good and commendable, now existing, would continue ro 
exist if all marriage laws were repealed to:morrow. Do you not 
perceive that law has nothing to do in continuing the relations; 
which are based upon continuous love? These are not results of th~· 
law to which, perhaps, their subjects yielded a willing or unwilling 
obedience. Such relations exist in spite of the law; would have ex· 
isted had there been no law, and would continue to exist were the law 
annulled. 

I 
It is not of the good there is in. the present condition of marriage 

that I complain, but of the ill, near! y the wlwle of w Lich is tlie direct 
result of the law which continues the relations in which it exists. It 
seems to be the general argument that if the law of marriage were an: 
nulled it would follow that everybody must necessarily separate, and 
that all present family relations would be sundered, and complete 
anarchy result therefrom. Now, whoever makes that argument either 
does so thoughtlessly or else he is dishonest; since }f he make it after 
having given any consideration thereto, he must know it to be false. 
And if he have given it no consideration then is be no proper judge. 
I give it as my opinion, founded upon an extensive knowledge of, and 
intimata acquaintance with, married people, if marriage laws were re
pealed that less than a. fourth of those now married would immediately 
separate, and that one-half of these would return to their allegiance vol
untarily within one year ; only those who, under every consideration of 
virtue and good, should be separate, would permanently remain sepa· 
rated. And objectors as well as I know it would be so. I assert that it is. 
false to assume that chaos would result from the abrogation of marriage 
laws, and on the contrary affirm that from that ve-.·y hour th o!ta ,.. -,w•.:;. 
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-existing would begin to turn into order and harmony. What then 

·creates socill disorder? Very clearly, the attempt to exercise powers 

·over human rights which are not warrantable upon the hypothesis of 

.the exis~nce of human rights which are inalienable in, and sacred to, 
the individual 

It is true there is no enacted law compelling people to qmrry, 
:and it is therefore argued that if they do marry they should. always 
be compelled to abide thereby. ·But there is a law higher than any · 

human enactments which does corr.pel marriage-=-the law of nature

the law of God. There being this law in the constitution of humanity, 

which, operating freely, guarantees marriage, why should men enforce 
arbitrary rules and forms.? These, though having no virtue in them

•selvE'S, i( not complied with by men and women, they in the meantime 

·obeying the law of their nature, bring down upon them the condemna· 
tions of an interfering community. Should people, then, voluntarily en· 

tering legal marriage be held thereby "till death do them part?" Most 

emphatU:ally NO, if the desire to do so do not remain. How can people 

who enter upon marriage in utter . t'gnorance of that which is to render 

the union happy or miserable be able to say that they will always "love 
.and live together." They may take these vows upon them in perfect 

,good faith and repent of them in sackcloth and ashes within ·a twelve

montb. 

I think it will be generally conceded that without loYe there 

•should be no marriage. In the constitution of things rwthing can be 
more certain. This basic fact is fatal to the theory of marriage for life: 

:since iflove is what determines marriage, so, also, should it determine its 

·continuance. If it be primarily right of men and women to take on 
the marriage relation of their own free will and accord, so, too, does it 
remain their right to determine how long it shall continue and wh~n it 

Ehall cease. But to be respectable (?) people must comply with tho 

law, and thousands do comply therewith, while in their hearts they pro
test against it as an unwarrantable interference and proscription of their 

rights. Marriage laws that would be consistent with the theory of indi

vidual rights would be such as would regulate these relations, such as 

regulate all otlter associations of people. They l'lhould only be obliged 

to file marriage articles, containing whatever provisions may be agreed 
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upon, a.q to their personal rights, rights of property, of childreJ, or what

ever else they may dee~ proper for them to agree upon. And what

ever these articles might be, they should in all cases be equally entitled. 

to public respect and protection. Should separation afterward come, 

nothing more should be required than the simple filing of counter articles 

There are hundreJs of lawyers who subsist by inventing schemes 

by which people may obtain divorces, and the people dairing divorcea . 

resort to all sorts of tricks and crimes to get them. And all this 
exists because there are laws which would compel the oneneu of those to
whom un£ty is beyond the realm of possibility. There are another class ~ 

of persons who, while virtually divorced, 'endeavor to maintain a. 

respectable position in society, by agreeing to disagree, each following 

his and her individual ways, behind the cloak of legal marriage. Thus. 

there are hundreds of men and women who to external appearances ar& 

husband and wife, but in reality are husband or wife to quite dift'erent 

persons. 

If the conditions of society were completely analyzed, it would 00, 

found that all persons whom the law holds married against their wishes. 

find 60me way to evade the law and to live the life they desire. Of what 

use, then, is the law except to make hypocrites and pretenders of a sham 

respectability ? 
But, exclaims a very fastidious person, then you would have aU 

women become prostitutes I By no means would I have any woman 

become a prostitute. But if by nature women are so, all the virtue they 

possess being of the legal kind, and not that which should exist with or 

without law, then I say they will not become prostitutes because the law 

is repealed, since at heart they are already so. If there is no virtue, no

honesty, no purity, no trust among women except as created by the law,. 
I say heaven help our morality, for nothing human can help it. 

It seems. to me that no grosser insult could be offered to woman: 

than to insinuate that she is honest and virtuous only ~use the law 

compels her to be so; and little do men and women realize the obloquy 

t.bus cast upon society, and still less do women realize what they admit. 

of their sex by such assertions. I honor and worship that purity which 

exists in the soul of every noble man or woman, w bile I pity t.be woman 

who is virtuous simply because a ln.w compels her. G l 
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But, says another objector, though the repeal of marriage laws might 
operate well enough in all thOse cases where a mutuallove or hate would 
determine continuous marriage . or t"mmediate divorce, how can a third 
class of cases be justified, in which but one of the parties desire the 
separation, while_ the othe(clings to the unity? 

. I assume, . in the first place, when there is not mutual love there is 
no unioq to continue and nothing to justify, and it has already been 
determined that, as marriage should have love as a basis, if love 
depart marriage also departs. But laying this aside, see if there can any 
real good or happiness possibly result from an enforced continuance of 
marriage upon the part of one party theretO. Let all p3rsons take 
this question home to their own souls, and there determine if they could 
find happiness in holding unwilling hearts in bondage. It is against 

the nature of things that any satisfaction can result from such a state of 
things except it be the satisfaction of knowing that you have succeeded 
in virtually imprisoning the person whom you profesa to love, and that 
would be demoniacal. 

Again. It must be remembered that the individual affairs of two 
persons are not the subject of interference by any third party, and it' 
one of them choose to separate, there is no power outside of the two 
which can rightl,y interfere to prevent. Beside, who is to determine whe· 
ther there will be more happiness sacrificed by a continuation or a aepar
ation. If a person is fully determined to separate, it is proof positive 
that another feeling stronger than all his or her sentiments of duty de· 
termine it. And here, again, who but the individual is to determine 
which course will secure the most good? Suppose that a separation is 
desired because one of the two loves and is loved elsewhere. In 
this case, if the u:lllon be main~itied by force, at least · two of three, 
and, probably, all three persons will be made unhappy thereby ; whereas 
if separation come and the other union be consummated, there will be 
but one, unhappy. So even here, if the greatest good of the greatest 
number is to rule, separation is not only legitimate, but desirable. In 
all other things except marriage it is always held to be the right thing 
to do to l:malc a bad bargain or promise just as soon as possible, and I 
bold that of all thing& in which this rule should apply, it should first 

apply to marriages. 
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Now, let me ask, would it not rather be the Christian way, in 
auch casea, to say to the 4isatfected party: " Since you no longer love 
me, go your way and be happy, and make those to whom you go happy 
also.". I know of no higher, holier love than that described, and of no 
more beautiful expression of it than wa.ct given in the columns of the 
Woman'• Journa~ of Boston, whose conductors have felt called upon to· 
endeavor to convince the people that it has no affiliation with those who 
hold to no more radical doc~rine of Free . Love than they proclaim as . 
follows: 

l " The love that I cannot command is not mine ; let me not disturb 
I myself about it, nor attempt to filch i~ from its rightful owner. A 
heart that I supposed mine has drifted and gone. Shall I go in pur
suit? Shall I forcibly capture the truant and transfix it with the barb 
of my selfish affections, pia it to the wall of my chamber? God for
btd I Rather let. me leave my doors and window~ open, intent only on 
living so nobly that the best cannot fail to be drawn to me by an irre· 

1 sistible attraction." 
To me it is impossible to frame words into sentences more holy, 

pure and true than are these. I would ever carry them in rriy soul M 

my guide and guard, feeling that in living by them happiness would 
certainly be mine. To the loving wife who mourns a lost heart, let me 
recommend them as a panacea. To the loving husband whose soul is 
desolate, let me offer these as words ofhealing balm. They will live in 
history, to make their writer the loved and revered of unborn generations. 

The teqth commandment of the Decalogue says: " Thou shalt not 
covet thy. neighbor's wife." And Jesus, in the beautiful parabl~ of the 
Samaritan who, fell a~ong thieves, asks: "W~o is thy neighbor?" 
and . answers his own question in a way to lift the conception wholly 
out of. the category of mere local proximity into a sublime spiritual 
conception.. In .other words, he spiritualizes the word and sublimates 
the morality of the commandment. In the same spirit I ask now, 
Who ~ a wife 1 And l answer, not the woman who,· ignorant of her 
own f~lings, or with lying lips, has promised, in hollow ce~monial, 
and before the law, to love, but she ~lw really loves most, and most truly, 
the man who commands her affections, and who in turn loves her, with 
or without the ceremony of marriage; and the man who holds the 
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heart of such a woman in such a relation is "thy neighbor," and that 

.woman is " thy neighbor's wife" meant t'n the commandmmt; &nd who
soever, though he should have been a hundred times married to her 

by the law, shall claim, or covet even, the possession of that woman as 
against her t111e lover and husband in the spirit, sins against the com
mandment. 

We know positively that Jesus would have answered in that way. 
He has defined for us" the neighbor," not in the paltry and common

place sense, but spiritually. He has said . "He that looketh on a 
woma.n to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in 
his heart." So, therefore, he spiritualized the idea of adultery. In the 
kingdom of heaven, to be prayed for daily, to come on earth, there is to 
be no" marrying or giving in marriage;" that is to say, formally and 
legally; but spiritual marriage must always exist, and had Jesus been 
,called on to define a wife, can anybody doubt that he would, in the 
same spirit, the spirit~alizing tendency and character of a1l his doctrin~, 
have spiritualized the marriage relation as absolutely as he did the 
breach of it? that he would, in other .vords, have said in meaning 
precisely what I now say? And when Christian ministers are no 
longer afraid or ashamed to be Christians they will embrace this doc
trine. Free Love will be an integral part of the religion of the future. V, 

It can now be asked : What is the legitimate sequence of Social i 
Freedom? To which I unhesitatingly reply: Free Love, or freedom il 

of the affections. " ·And are you a Free Lover ? " is the almost in· 
<:redulous query. I ' 

~ repeat a frequent reply: "I am; and I can honestly, in the full· 
ness of my soul, rai:>e my voice to my Maker, and thank Him that I am, 

and that I have h:1d the strength and the devotion to truth to stand 
before this traducing and vilifying community in a manner representa· 
tive of that which shall come with healing on its wings for the bruised 
hearts and crushed affections of humanity.'' 

And' to those who denounce me for this I reply: "Yes, I am a 
Free Lover; I have an t'nalienable, constitutional and natural right to 
love whom I niay, tr.> love as wng or as short a period as I can; to 
change that love every day if I please, and with that right neither you 

nor any law you can fram-3 have any right to interfere. And I have 
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( 
the further right to demand a free and unrestricted exercise- of that. . 
right, and it is your duty not only to accord. it, but, as a community, to 
see that I am protected in it. I trust that I am fully understood, for I 

'\ mean just that, and nothing less I . . · 
i To speak thus plainly and pointedly is a duty I owe to myself. The· 
; press have stigmatized me to the worlJ as an advocate, theoretiaaUy 

and practically, of the doctrine of Free Love, upon which they hav& 
placed their stamp of moral deformity; the vulgar and incon,sequent 
definition which they hold makes the theory an abomination. And 
though this conclusion is a no more legitimate and reasonable .one than 
that would be which should call the Golden Rule .a general license tc> 
all sorts of debaucP,, since Free Love bears the same relations to the 
moral deformities of which it stands accused as does the Golden 
Rule tq the Law of the Despot, yet it obtains among many intelligent. 
people. But they claim, in the language of one of these exponents, 
that " Words belong to the people ; they are the common property of 
the mob. Now the common use, among the mob, of the term Free 
Love, is a synonym for promiscuity." Against this absurd proposition 
I oppose the assertion that words do not belong to the mob, but to that 
which they represent. Words are the exponents and interpretations of 
ideas. If I use a word which exactly interprets and represents what.. I 
would be understood to mean, shall I go to the mob and ask of tMm 
what interpretation they choose to place upon it 7 If lexicographers, 
when they prepare their dictionaries, were to go to the mob for the 
rendition of words, what kind of language would we have? 

I claim that freedom means to be free, let the mob claim tO the 
contrary as strenuously as they may. And I claim that love m~ 

· an exhibition of the affections, let the mob claim what they may. 
And therefore, in compounding these words into Free Love, I claim 
that united they mean, and should be used to convey, their united de6ni· 
tions, the mob to the contrary notwithstanding. And when . the term 
Free Love finds a place in dictionaries, it will prove my claim to have 
been correct, and that the mob have not received the attention of the 
lexicographers, since it will not be set down to signify eexual de. 
bauchery, and that only, or in any governing sense. 

It is not only usual but also just, when people adopt aGnew th~ry, 
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or promulgate a new doctrine, that they giv~ it a name significant of 
its character. There are, however, exceptional cases to be found in all 

ages. The Jews ooined the name of Christians, an~ with withering 
contempt, hurled it upon the early followers of Christ.. It was the 
most opprobrious epithet they could invent to express their detestation 
of those humble but honest and brave people. That name has now 

come to be· considered as a synonym of all that is good, true and 
beautiful in the highest departments of our natures, and is revered in 

all civilized nations. 
In precisely the same manner the Pharisees of to-day-, who hold 

themselves to be representative of all there is that is good and pure, 
as did the Pharisees of old, have c0ined the word Free-Love, and flung 
it upon all who believe not alone in Religious and Political Freedom, 
but in that larger Freedom, which includes both these, Social 

Freedom. 
For my part, I am extremely obliged to our thoughtful Pharisaical 

neighbors f-:>r the kindness shown us in the invention of so appropriate 
a name. If there i~ a more beautiful word in the English language 
than love, that word is freedom, and that thae two words, which, with 
us, attach or belong to everything that is pure and good, should have 
been joined by our enemies, and handed over to us already coined, is. j 
certainly a high consideration, for which we should never cease to be 
thankful. And when we shall be accused of all sorts of wickedness 
and vileness by our enemies, who in this have been so just, may I not 
hope that, remembering how much they have done for us, we may be 
able to say, "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do,'• 
and to forgive them ourselves with our whole hearts. 

Of the love that says : "Bless me, darling;" of the love so called, · 
which is nothing but selfishness, the appropriation of another soul as the 
means of one's own happin~ merely, there is abundance in the world; 
and the still more animal, the mere desire for temporary gratification, 
with little worthy the name of love, also abounds. Even these are best 
left free, since as evils they will thus be best cured; but of that celestial 
love which says: "Bless you, darling," and which strives continually 
to confer blessings; of that genuine love whose office it is to bless.. 
others or another, there cannot be too much in the woGrld, an when it 
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:shall be fully understood that this is the love which we mean and 
-commend there will be no objection to the term Free Love, and none 

to the thing signified. 
We not only accept our name, but we contend that no-ne other could 

so well signify the real character of that which it designates-to be 
free and to love. But our enemies must be reminded that the fact of 
the existence and advocacy of such a doctrine cannot immediately 
elevate to high condition the great number who have been kept in 

degradation and misery by previous false systems. They must nat 

,expect at this early day of tho new doctrine, that all debauchery has 
been cleansed out of men and women. In the haunts where it retreats, 

the benign influence of its magic presence has not yet penetrated. 
They must nat expect that brutish men and debased women have as 
yet been touched by its wand of hope, and that they have already 
<>beycd the bidding to come up higher. They must nat expect that 
ignorance and fleshly lust have already been lifted to the region of 
intellect and moral purity. They must f110l expect that Free Love, 
before it is more than barely announced to the world, can perform 
what Christianity in eighteen hundred years has failed to do. 

They must not expect any of these things have already been ac· 
complished, but I will tell you what they may expect. They may 
expect more good to result from the perfect freedom which we advo
cate in one ~entury than has resulted in a hundred centuries' from all 
other causes, since the 'results will be in exact proportion to the ex· 

tended application of the freedom. We have a legitimate right to 
predicate such results, since all freedom that has bee~ practiced in· all 

ages of the world has been beneficial }ust in proportion to the extent 
of human nature it covered. 

Will a!ly of you dare to stand up and assert t.hat Religious Free· 
dom ever produced a single bad result? or that Political Freedom ever 

injured a single soul who embraced and practiced it? Ifyou can do so, 

then you may legitimately assert that Social Freedom may also produce 
equally bad results, but you cannot do otherwise, and be either con

scientious or honest. 
It is too late in the age for intelligent people to cry out thief, unless 

i they have first been robbed, and it is equally late for them to succeed 
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in crying down anything as of the devil to which a name attaches that. 
angels love. It may be very proper and legitimate, and withal perfectly 
consistent, for philosophers of the Tnoune school tO bundle all the 
murderers, robbers and rascals together, and han<.l them over to our 
camp, labeled as Free Lovers. We will only object that they ought 
to hand the whole ofhumanity over, good, bad and indifferent, and not 
assort its worst representatives. 

\ My friends, you see this thing we call Freedom is a large word, 

\ implying a deal more than people have ever yet been able .t.o recognize. 
j It reaches out its all-embracing arms, and while encircling our good 
. friends and neighbors, does not neglect to also include their less worthy 
·.· brothers and sisters, every one of whom is just as much entitled to the· 
I . . 
: use 0f his freedom as is either one of us. 

But objectors tell us that freedom is n. dangerous thing to have, and 
that they must be its conservators, dealing it out to such people, and 
upon such matters, as they shall appoint. Having coined our name~ 
they straightway proceed to define it, and to give force to their defini
tion, set about cittng illustrations to prove not only their definition to 
be a true one, but. also that its applica~ion is just. 

Among the cases cited as evidences of the evil tendencies of Free 
Love arc those of Richardson aml Crittenden. The celebrated 
McFarland-Richardson case was heralded world-wide as a case of this 
sort. So far as Richardson and Mrs. McFarland were concerned, I 
have every reason to .believe it was a genuine one, in so f.tr as the 
preventing obstacles framed by the "conservators" would permit. 
But when they assert that the murder of Richardson by McFarland 
was the legitimate result of Free Love, then I deny it i11 toto. 

McFarland murdered Richar<lson because he believed that the law had 
sold Abby Sage soul and body to him, and, consequently, that he 
owned her, and that no other person haJ. any right to her favor, and 
that she ha<l no right to hestow her love upon any othet• person, unless 
that ownership was first satisfied. The murder of Richardson, then, is not 
chargeable to hi.i love or her love, but to the fact of the supposed 
ownership, which right of possession the law of marriage conferred 
on McFarland. 

If anything further is needed to make the refutation of that charg~ 
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clear, I will give it by illustration. Suppose that a pagan should be 
converted to Christianity through tho efforts of some Christian 

minister, and that the remaining pagans should kill that minister for 

what he had done, would the crime be chargeable upon the, Christian 

religion? Will any of you make that assertion? If not, neither can 

you charge that the death of Richardson should be charged to Free 
Love. But a more recent case is a still ckarer proof of the correctness 

of my position. Mrs. Fair killed Crittenden. Why? Because she 
believed in the spirit of the marriage law; that she had a_ better right 
to him than had Mrs. Crittenden, to whom the law had granted him; 

and rather than to give him up to her, to whom he evidently desirei to 

go, and where, following his right to freedom, he did go, she killed him. 
Could a more perfect case of the spirit of the marriage law be 
formulated ? Most assuredly, no I 

Now, from the standpoint of marriage, reverse this case to 

that of Free Love, and see what would have been the result had 
all those parties been believers in and practicers of that theory. ·when 

Mr. Crittenden evinced a desire to return to Mrs. Crittenden, Mrs. 

Fair, in practicing the doctrine of Free Love, would have said, "I have 

no right to you, other than you freely give; you loved me and exer
eised your right of freedom in so doing. You now desire to return to 

Mrs. Crittenden, which is equally your right, and which I must 

respect. Go, and in peace, and my blessing shall follow, and if it 
can return you to happiness, then will you be happy." 

Would not that have been the better, the Christian course, and 

would not every Roul in the broad land capable of a noble impulse, 

and having knowledge of all the relevant facts, have honored Mrs. Fair 

for it? Instead of a murder, with the probability of another to comple
ment it, would not all parties have been happy in having done right? 

Would not Mrs. Crittenden have even wved Mrs. Fair for such an 

example of nobility, and could she not safely have received her 

even into her own heart and home, and have been a si&ter to her, 

instead of the means of her conviction of murder? 

I tell you, my friends and my foes, that you have taken hold of 
the wrong end of this bnsiness. You are shouldering upon Free Love 

the result." that flow from precisely its antithesis, which is the spirit, if 
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not the letter, of your marriage theory, which is slavery, and not 

freedom. 
I have a better right tO speak, as one having authority in this 

matter, than most of you have, since it has been my province to study 

it in all its various lights and shades. When I practiced clairvoyance, 

hundreds, aye thousands, of deaolate, heart-broken men, as well as 
women, came to me for ad vice. Aml they were from all walks of life, 

from the humblest daily laborer to the haughtiest dame of wealth. 
The tales of horror, of wrongs inflicted nnd endure,), which were poured 

into my ears, first awakened me to a realization of the hollowness and 

the rottenness of society, and compelled me to consider whether laws 

which were prolific of so much crime and misery as I found to exist 

should be continued; and to ask the question whether it were not 
1>etter to let the bond go free. In time I was fully convinced that 

marriage laws were productive of precisely the reverse of that for which 

they are supposed to have been framed, and I came to recommend the 

grant of entire freedom to those who were complained of as inconstant; 

and the frank asking for it by those who desired it. My invariabk 

advice was: "Withdraw lovingly, but completely, all claim and all 

<:o~plaint as an injured and deserted husband or wife. You need not 
perhaps disguise the fact that you suffer keenly from it, but take 

-on yourself all the fault that you have not been able to command 

a more continuous love; that you have not pwved to be all that you 

once seemed to be. Show magnanimity, and in order to show it, try to 

feel it. Cultivate that kind of love which loves the happiness and well
being of your partner most, his or her person next, and y~urself last.' 

Be. kind tv, and sympathize with, the new attraction rather than 

waspish and indignant. Know for a certainty that love cannot be 

·clutched or gained by being fought for; while it is not impossible that it 
may be won back by the nobility of one's own deportment. If it cannot 

be, then it is gone forever, and you must make the best of it and 

reconcile yourself to it, and do the next best thing-you may perhaps 
<:ontinue to hold on to a slave, but you have lost a lover." 

Some may indeed think if I can keep the semblance of a husband 

or wife, even it' it be not a lover, better still that it be so. Such is not my 

philosophy or my faith, and for such I have no advice to give. I address 
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myself to such as have souls, and whose soul~ are id question ; ·if ybu 
belong to the other sort, take advice of a Tombs lawyer and not ·of 
me. I have seen a few instances of the most magnanimous action 
~ong the persons involved in a knot of love, and with the mbst 
angelic results. . I believe that the love which goes forth to bless, and 
if it be to surrender in order to bless, is love in the true sense, and that 
lt tends gt·eatly to beget love, and that the love which is demanding, 
thinking only of self, is not love. 

I have learned that the first great error most married people com· 
mit is in endeavoring to hide from each other the little irregularities 
into which all are liable to fall. Nothing is so conducive to continuous 
happiness as mutual confidence. h whom, if not in the husband or 
the wife, should one confide? Should they not be each other's best 

friends, never failing in time of anxiety, trouble and temptation to give 
disinterested and unselfish counsel? From such a perf0ct confidence 
as I would have men and women cultivate, it is ·impossible that bad or 
wrong should flow. 0!1 the contrary, it is the only condition in which 
love and happiness can go hand in hand. It is the ~nly practice that 
can ,insure continuous respect, without which love withers and dies. 
out. Can you not see that in mutual confidence and freedom the very 
strongest bond3 of love are forged? It is m0re blessed to grant favors. 

than. to demand them, and the blessing is large and prolific of happi· 
ness, or small and insignificant in results, just in proportion as the favor 
granted is large or small. Tried by this rule, the greater the blessing or 
happines~ you can confer on your partners, in which your own selfish 
feelings are not consulted, the greater the ~atisfaction that will re· 
dound to yoursei£ Think of this mode of adjusting your difficulties, 
and see what a clear way opens befot·e yolL There are none who 
have once felt the influence of a high order of love, so callous, but 
that they intuitively recognize the true grandeur and nobility of such 
a line of conduct. It must always be remembered tbat you can 
never do ri'gltt until you are fir:;t free to do wrong; since the doing 
of a thing under compuls~'on is evidence neither of good nor ba.l intent;. 

and if under compulsion, who shall decide what would be the substi· 
tuted rule of action under full freedom? 

In freedom alone is there safety and happiness, and hen eople: 
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learn this great fact, they will have just begun to know how to live. 
Instead then of being the destroying angel of the household, I would 

.become the angel of purification to purge out all insincerity, all de· 

ception, all baseness and all vice, and to replace them by honor, 

confidence and truth. 
I know very well that much of the material11pon which the work 

must begin is very bad and far gone in decay. But I would 

have every body perfectly free to do either right or wrong, accord· 

ing to the highest standard, and if there are those so unfortunate as not. 

to know how to do that which can alone bring happiness, I would 

treat them as we treat those wh<t are intellectually without culture

who are ignorant and illiterate. There are none so ignorant but they 

may be taught. So,. too, are there none so unfortunate in their 

understanding of the true and high relation of the sexes as not to be 

amenable to the right kind of instruction. First of all, however, the. 

would-be teachers of humanity must become truly Christian, meek and'. 
lowly in spirit, forgiving and kind in action, and ever ready to do. as:. 
did Christ to the Magdalen. We are not so greatly differeut from:. 

what the ac0using multitude were ir). that time. But Christians, for
getting the teaching of Christ, condemn and say, "Go on in your sin .... 

Christians must learn to claim nothing for themselves that they are. 
unwilling to accord others. '!'hey must remember that all people .· 

endeavor, so far as lies in their powet·, and so far as it is possible for 

them to judge, to exercise their human right, or determine what their 

action shall be, that will bring them most happiness ; and instead o~ 

being condemned and cast out of society therefor, they should be . 

protectul therein, so long as others' rights are not infringed upon. \V e : 
think they do not do the best thing; it is our duty to endeavor to si:.ow, 

them th( better and the higher, and to induce them to walk there1l'll. 

But because a person chooses to perform an act that we think a ba~l 

one, we have no right to put the brand of excommunication upoll 

him. It. is our Christian and brotherly duty to persuade him instead 
that it is more to his good to do something better next time, at tho 

same time, however, assuring him he only did what he ha.d a right 
to uo. 

Tf our sistem who inhabit Greene street and other filthy localitieg 
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~ to remain in debauch, and if our brothers choole to visit them . 

there, they are only exercising the same right that we exercise in re

maining away, and we have no more right to abuse and condemn tMm 

for exercising their rights that way, than they have to abuse and con· 

demn us for exercising our rights our way. But we have a duty, and 
that is by our love, kindness and sympathy to endeavor to prevail upon 

them to desert those ways which we feel are so damaging to all that is 

high and pure and true in the relations of the sexes. 

If these are the stray sheep from the fold of truth and purity, 

should we not go out and gather them in, rather than remain within 
the fold and hold the door shut, lest they should enter in and defile 

the fold? Nay, my friends, we have only an assumed right to thus 

sit in judgment over our unfortunate sisterS, which is the same right 

of which men have made use to prevent women from participation in 

government. 
The sin of all time has been the exercise of assumed powers. 

This is the essence of tyranny. Liberty is a grP.at lesson to learn. [t j 
is a great step to vindicate our own freedom. It is more, far more, to 

learn to leave others free, and free to do just what we perhaps may 

deem wholly wrong. ·we must recognize that otners have consciences 
and judgment and rights as well as we, and teligiously abstain from 

the effort to make them better by the use of any means to which we 
have no right to resort, and to which we cannot resort without abridg- 1 

ing the great doctrine, the charter of all our liberties, the doctrine of 

Human Rights. 
But the public press, either in real or affected ignorance of what 

they speak, denounce Free Love as the justification of, and apologist for, 

all manner and kind of sexual debauchery, and thus, instead of being 

the teachers of the people, as they should be, are the power which incul

caocs falsehood and wrong. The teachings of Christ, whom so many 
now profess to imitate, were direct and simple' upon this point. He 

was not too good to acknowledge all men as brothers and all women as 

sisters; it mattered not whether they were highly advanced in knowl

edge and morals, or if they were of low intellectual and moral 

culture. 
It is seriously to be doubte·l if any of Cbri~t's disci les, or men 
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:avenue church palaces, since they were nothing more than the 
}w:rnlJkst of fishermen, of no social or mental standing. N everthe
less, they were quite good enough for Chnst to associate with, and fi' 
to be appointed by Him to be "fishers of men." The Church seems 
to have forgotten that good does sometimes com; out of the Nazaretha 
·of the world, and that wisdom may fall from the mouths of "babes and 
sucklings." Quite too much of the old pharisaical spirit exists in 
society to-day to warrant its members' claims, that they are the repre· 
sentatives and followers of Christ. For they are the l-am-holier-than
thou kind of people, who affect to, and to a great extent do, prescribe 
the standards of public opinion, and who ostracise everybody who will 
not bow to their mandates 

Talk of Freedom, of equality, of justice I I tell you there is 
scarcely a tlwught put in practice that is wMthy to be the offspring of 
those noble words. The veriest syslem4 of despotism_ still reign in all 
matters pertaining to social life. Caste stands as boldly out in this 
country as it does in political life in the kingdoms of Europe. 

It is true that we are obliged to accept the situation just as it i&. 
If we accord freedom to all persons we must expect them to make their 
own best use thereof, and, as I have already said, must protect them in 
such use until they learn to put it to better uses. But in our predica
tion we must be consistent, and now ask who among you would be 
worse men and women were all social laws repealed 7 

Would you neceuarily dissolve your present relations, deurt your 
dependent husbands-for there are even some of tat'!m-and wives and 
children simply because you have the. right so to do? You are all 
trying to deceive yourselves about this matter. Let me ask of hus
bands if they think there would be fifty thousand women of the town 
supported by them if their wives were ambitious to have an equal 
number of men of the town to support, and for the same pur- · 
poses? I tell you, nay I It is because men are held innocent of this 
support, and all the. vengeance is visited upon the victims, that they 
have come to have an immunity in their practices. 

Until women come to hold men to equal account as they do the 
women with whom they consort; . or until they re ard th\*le women 
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as just as respectable as the men who support them, sooiety will remai~t 
in its present ,scale of moral excellence. A man who is well knowlll 

to have been the constant visitor to these women is accepted into• 
society, and if he be rich is eagerly sought both by mothers having mar-0 

riageable daughters and by the daughters themselves. But the women 
with whom they ha'e consorted are too vile to be even acknowledged 
as worthy of Christian burial, to say nothing of common Christian 
treatment. I have heard women reply when this difficulty was pressed. 
upon them, " We cannot ostracise men as we are compelled to women.,. 
since we are dependent on them for support." Ah I here's the rub. 
But do you not see that these other sisters are also dependent upon men ° 

for their support, and mainly so because you render it next to impossible 
for them t-J follow any legitimate means of livelihood? And are only 
those who have been fortunate enough to secure legal support entitled 
to live? 

When I hear that argument advanced, my heart sinks within me at 
the degraded condition of my sisters. They subm:it to a degradation 
simply because they ~e no alternative except self-support, and they 
see no means for that. To put on the semblance of holiness they 
cry out against those who, for like reasons, submit to like degra· 
dation ; the only difference between the two being in a licensed 
ceremony, and a slip of printed paper costing twenty-five cents and 
upward. 

The good women of one of the in~rior cities of New York some 
two years since organized a movement to put down prostitution. 
They were, by stratagem, to find out who visited houses of prostitutio11J 
and then were to ostra.:~ise them. They pushed the matter until 

. they found their own husbands, brothers and sons involved, and 
then suddenly desisted, and nothing has since been heard of the 
eradication of prostitution in that city. If the same experiment were 

.to be tried in New York the result would be the same. The sup· 
porters of prostitution would be found to be those whom women 
cannot ostracise. The same disability excuses the presence of 0 

women in the very home, and I need not tell you that Mormonism is 
practiced in other places beside Utah. But what is the logic of these 
things? Why, simply this' A woman, be she wife or mistress, who 
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4hem and him, morally responsible, since the receiver is held to be as 

-culpable as the t.hie£ 
The false and hollow relations of the sexes are thus resolved into 

ihe mere q ue3tion of the depende~ of woJUen upon men for support, 
and women, whether married or single, are suppdtted by men because 

:they are women and their opposites in sex. I can see no moral 

difference between a woman who marries and lives with a man because 

he can provide for her wants, and the woman who is not married, but 

who i.3 provided for at the same price. There is a legal difference, to be 
sure, upon one side of which is set the seal of respectability, but there 

.is no virtue in law. In the fact of law, however, is the evidence of the 

lack of virtue, since if the law be required to enforce virtue, its real 

presence is wanting; and women need to comprehend this truth. 
The sexuall relation, must be rescued from this insidious form of 

slavery. Women must rise from their position as ministers to the 

passions of men to be their equals. Their entire system of education 

must be changed. They must be trained to be lilce Jnen, permanent 
.and independent individualities, and not their mere appendages or 

.adjuncts, with them forming but one member of society. They 

must be the companions of men from choice, never from necessity. 

It is a libel upon nature and God to say this world is not 

.calculated to make women, equally with men, self-reliant and self· 
supporting individuals. In present customs, however, this ii ap· 

parently impossible. There must come a change, and one of the direct 

steps to it will be found in the newly claimed political equality of 

women with men. This attained, one degree of subjugation will be 

removed. Next will come, following equality of right, equality of 
duty, which includes the duty of self-hood, or independence as an 

individual. Natut·e is male and female throughout, and each sex: is 

equally dependent upon nature for sustenance. It is an infamous 

thing to say a condition of society which require3 women to enter into 
and maintain sexual relations with men i3 their legitimate method of 

protecting life. Sexual relations should be the result of entirely 
different motives than for the purpose of physical supporL. The spirit 

of the present theory is, that they are entered upon and maintained as 
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a means of physical gratification, regardless of the consequences whicfJl 
may result therefrom, and are administered by th~ dictum of the hus· 
band, which is often in direct opposition to the will and wish of the
wife. She has no control over her own person, having been taught to. 
"submit herself to her husband." 

I protest against this form of slavery, I protest against the custom: 
which compels women to give the control of their maternal functions~ 

over to anybody. b should be their& to determine when, and under 
what circumstances, the greatest of all constructive processes-the 
formation of an immortal soul-should be begun. It ~s a fearful 
responsibility with which women are intrusted by natnre, and the very 
last thing that they should be compelled to do is to perform the
office of that responsibility against their will, under improper condi
tions or by disgusting means. 

What can be more terrible than for a delicate, sensitively organized: 
woman to be compelled to endure the presence of a beast in the shape
of a man, who knows nothing beyond the blinJ passion with which he 
is filled, and tO which is often added the delirium of intoxication r 
You do not need to be informed that there are many persons who,. 
during the acquaintance preceding marriage, preserve a delicacy, tender· 
ness and regard for womanly sensitiveness and modest refinement: 
which are characteristic of true women, thus winning and drawing· 
out their love-nature to the extreme, but who, when the decree has. 
been pronounced which makes them indissolubly theirs, cast all these 
aside and reveal themselves in their true character, as without regard, 
human or divine, for aught save their own desires. I know I speak 
the t.ruth, and you too know I speak the truth, when I say tha~ 
thousands of the most noble, loving-natured women by whom the 
world was ever blessed, prepared for, and desirous of pouring their 
whole life into the bond of union, prophesied by marriage, have had all 
these generous and warm impulses thrust back upon them by the rude. 
monster into which the previous gentleman developed. To these 
natures thus frosted and stultified in their fresh youth and vigor, life 
becomes a burden almost too terrible to be borne, and thousands of 
pallid cheeks, sunken eyes, distorted imaginations and diseased 

functions testify too directly and truly to leave a shag9~iz?Jbyce b . ~ 
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their real cause. Yet women, in the first instance, and men through 

them as their mothers, with an ignorant persistence worthy only of the 

most savage despotism, seem determined that it shall not be investiga. 

ted; and so upon this voluntary ignorance and willful persistence society 

builds. It is high time, however, that they should be investigated, high 

time that your sister:~ ami daughters should no longer be led to the 

altar like sheep to the shambles, in ignorance of the uncertainties they 

must inevitably encounter. For it is no slight thing to hazara a life's 

happiness upon a single act. 
I deem it a false and perverse modesty that shuts off discussion, 

and consequently knowledge, up-:>n these subjects. They are vita~ and 
I never peri'ormed a duty which I felt more cal!ed upon to perfor:n 

than I now do in denouncing as barbarous the ignorance which is allowed 
to prevail among young women about to enter those relations which, 

under present customs, as often bring a life· long misery as happiness. 
Mistakes made in this most important duty of life can never be 

rectified; a commentary upon the system which of itselfi~ sufficient in 
the sight of common sense to forever condemn it. In marriage, how· 

ever, common sense is dispensed with, and a usage substituted there· 

for which barbarism has bequeathed us, and which becomes mor~ 
barbarous as the spiritual natures of women gain the ascendancy over 
the mere material. The former slaves, before realizing that freedom 

was their God·appointed right, did not feel the horrors of their condi· 
tion. But when, here and there, some among them began to have an 

interior knowledge that they were held in obedience by an unrighteou~ 

power, they then began to rebel in their souls. So, too, is it with 
women. So long as they knew nothing beyond a bEnd and servile 

obedience and perfect self-abnegation to the will and wish of men, they 

did not rebel; but the time hcu arrive,} wherein, here and th.ere, a soul 

is awakened by some terrible ordeal, or some divine inspiration, to the 

fact that women as much as men are personalities, responsible to them· 

selves for the use which they permit to be made of themselvei\ and 
they rebel demanding freedom, f1·eedom to hold their own lives aml 

bodies from the demoralizing influence of sexual relations that are not. 

founded in and maintained by love. And this rebellion will continue, 

too, until love, unshackled, shall be free to go to bles." the obje0t that can 
call it forth, and until, when called forth, it shaij ;,\;>~J~}®~\aS holy 
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pure and true. Every day farther and wider does it spread, and bol<kr 
does it speak. None too soon will the yoke fall by which the unwil
ling are made to render a hypocritical obedience to the despotism of 

public opinion, which, distorted and blinded by a sham sentimentality, 
is a false standard of morals and virtue, and which is utterly destructive 
to true morality and to real virtue, which can only be fostered and culti
vated by freedom of the affections. 

Free Love, then, is the law by which men and women of nll 
grades and kinds are attracted to or repelled from each other, and 
does not describe the results .accomplished by either; these results 
depend upon th~ condition and development of the individual subjects. 

I It is the natural . operation of the a.ifectional motives of the sexes, 
1 unbiased by any enac.ted law or standard of public opinion. It is the 
! opportunity which gives the opposites in sex the conditions in which 
: the law of chemical affinities raised into the domain of the affections can 

have unrestricted sway, as it has in all departments of nature except 

in enforced sexual relations among men and women. 
It is an impossibility to compel incompatible element~ of matter to 

-unite. So also is it impossible to compel incompatible elements of human 

nature to unite. The sphere of chemical science is to bring together such 
-elements as will produce harmonious compounds. The sphere of 
social science is to accomplish the same thing in humanity. Anything 
that stands in the way of this accomplishment in ~itber department is 
an obstruch'on to the natural order of the universe. There would be 
just as much common sense for the ehcrnist to write a law commanding 

that two incompatible elements should unite, or that two, once united, 
should so remain, even if a third, having a str.)nger affinity for one of 
them .than they have for each other, should be introduced, as it is for 
chemists of society to attempt to do the same by individuals; for both 
are impossible. If in chemistry two properties are united by which the 
environment is not profited, it is the same law of affinity which operates 
as where a compound is made that is of the greatest service to society. 
This law holds in social chemistry; the results obtained from social 
.eompounds will be just such as their respective properties determine. 

Thus I might go on almost infinitely to illustrate the difference 

which must be recognized between the operations of a law nd thellaw 
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itltif. Now the whole difficulty in marriage law is that it en~eavora 
to compel unity between elements in which it is impossible ; conse· 
quently there is an attempt made to subvert not only the general order 
of the universe, but also the special intentions of nature, which are 
those of God. The results, then, flowing from operations of the law of 
Free Love will be high, pure and lasting, or low, deba~hed and promil· 
cuou.s, just in the degree that those loving, are high or low in the scale of 
sexual progress; while each and all are. strictly natural, and there

fore legitim•te in their respective sphere&. 
Promiscuity in sexuality is simply the anarchical stage of development 

wherein the passions rule supreme. When spirituality comes in and 
rescues the real man or woman from the domain of the purely material, 
promiscuity is simply impossible. As promiscuity is the analogue to 
anarchy, so is Rpirituality to t'lcientific selection and adjustment. 
There<ore I am fully persuaded that the very highest sexual 
unions are those that are monogamic, and that these are perfect 
in proportion as they are lasting. Now if to this be added the 
fact that the highest kind of love is that which is utterly freed 
from and devoid of selfishness, and whose ltighest gratification comes 
from rendering its object the greatest amount of happiness, let that 
happiness depend upon whatever ~t may, then you have my ideal 
of the highest . order of love and the most perfect degree of 
order to which humanity can attain. An affection that does not desire 
to bless its object, instead of appropriating it by a selfish possession 
to its own uses, ~ not worthy the name of love. Love is that which 
exists to do good, not merely to get good, which is constantly giving 
instead of desiring. 

A Cresat· i:i admired by humanity, but a Christ is revered. Those 
persons who have lived and sacrificed themselves most for the good of 
humanity, without thought of recompense, are held in greatest respect. 
Christians believe thp.t Christ died to save the world, giving His life as 
a ransom therefor. That was the greatest gift He could make to show 
His love for mankind. 

The general test of love to-day is entirely different from that which 
Christ gave. That is now deemed the greatest love which has the 
strongest and most uncontrollable wish to be marle happy, by the 
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appropriation, and if need .be the sacrifice, of all the preferences of its 
object.. It says: "Be mine. Whatever may be your wish, yield it up 
to me." How different would the world be were this sort of selfishness 
supplanted by the Christ love, which says : Let this cup pass from 
me. Nevertheless, not my will but thine be done. Were the relations 
of the sexes thus regulated, misery, crime and vice would be banished, 
and the pale, wan face of female humanity replaced by one glowing 
with radiant delight and healthful bloom, and the heart of humanity 
beat with a heightened vigor and renewed strength, and its intellect 
cleared of all shadows, sorrows and blights. Contemplate this, and then 
denounce me for advocating Freedom if you can, and I will bear your 
curse with a better resignation. ,, . 

i . Oh I my brothers and SlSters, let me entreat you to have more 
\ faith in the self·regulating efficacy of freedom. Do you not see how 
I beautifully it works among us in other respects? In Af!lerica every· 

body is free to worship God according to the dictates of his own con
science, or even not to worship anything, notwithstanding you or I 
may think that very wicked or wrong. The respect for freedom we 
make paramount over our individual opinions, and the result is peace 
and harmony, when the people of other countries are still throtling and 
.destroying each other to enforce their individual opinions on others. 
Free Love is only the appreciation of this beautiful principle of free
dom. One step further I entreat you to trust it still, and though you 
may see a thousand dangers, I see peace and happiness and steady 
improvement as the result.. 

To more specifically define Free Love I would say that I pre
fer to use the word love with lust as its antithesis, love representing 
the spritual and lust the animal ; the perfect and harmonious inter
relations of the tW•l being the perfected human. This use has 
its justification in other pairs of words; as good and evil ; heat and 
cold; light and dark ; up and down; north and south ; which in 

i principle are the same, but in practice we are obliged to judge of them 
\
1
1
1
, as relatively different.. The point from which judgment is made is tht~-t 

which we occupy, or are related to, individually, at any given time. 
ll The:; what would be up to one person might be down to another 

differently situated, along the line which up and down describ So 
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also is it of good and evil What i;~ goo<! to. one low down the ladder 

may not only be, but actually is, evil to one further ascended; never· 
theless it is the same ladder up which both climb. His the compr~ 

hension of this scientific fact that guarantees the best religion. And 

it is the non-comprehension of it that sets us as judges of our brothers 
and sisters, who arc below U3 in the scale of development, to whom 

we should reach down the kind and loving hand of assistance, rather 

than force them to retreat farther away from us by unkin<lness, de· 

nunciation and hat<'. 

In fine, and to resume: We have found that humanity is com· 

posed of men and women of all grades of development, from 
\he most hideous human monster up to the highest perfected 

saint: that all of them, under our theory of government, are 
entitled to worship Goo after the dictates of their several 

consciences; that God is worshiped just as essentially in political 
and social thought and action as He is in religious thought and action; 

that no second person or persons have any right to interfere with the 

action of the individual unless he interfere with others' rights, and 

then only to protect such rights; that the thoughts and actions of all 
individuals, whether high and pure, or low and debauched, are equally 

\ 

entitled to the protection of the lawg, and, through them, to that of all 

members of the community. Religious thought and action already 

receive the equal proteciion of the laws. Political thought and actiou 

are about to secure the equal protection of the laws. What social 
thought and action demand of the laws and their administrators is the 

same protection which Religion has, and Politics is about to have. 

I know full well how strong is the appeal that can be made in 

behalf of marriage, an appeal based on the sanctions of usage and 

inherited respect, and on the sanctions of religion reinforced by the 
sanctions of law. I know how much can be said, and bow forcibly it. 

can be said, on the ground that women, and especially that the chil· 

dren born of the union of the aexes, must be protected, and must, 
therefore, have the solemn contract of the husband and father to that. 

effect. I know how long and how powerfully the ideality and senti· 
ment of mankind havo olu:;t3red, as it were in a halo, around this 

time-honored institution of marriage. And yet I sole nly bel' eve that 
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all that belongs to a dispensation of force and contract, and of a low and 

unworthy sense of mutu~l owner3hip, which i.i passinz, and which is 
destined rapidly to pass, completely away; not to leave us without. love, 

l nor without the happine33 and beauty of the most tender relation of 

human souls; nor without. security for wornau, anl ample protection 
j for children; but to lift us t') a higher level in the enjoyment of every 

.. ' blessing. I believe in love with liberty; in protection without slavery,· 

1 in the care and culture of offspring by 1&eW ancl better methods, and 

I without tl&e tragedy of selfi"':'t-molation OTt the part of parents. I be

l lieve in the £Lmily, spiritually constituted, expanded, amplified, and 
(scientifically and artistically organized, as a unitary heme. I be-

lieve in the most wonderful transformation of human society as 

about to come, as even now at the very door, through general 

progress, science and the influential intervention of the spirit 
world. I believe in more than all that the millennium has ever 

signified to the most religious mind; and I believe that in order to 

prepare minds to contemplate and desire and enact the new and better 
life, it. is necessary that the old and still prevalent super:>titious venera

tion for the legal marriage tie be relaxed and weakened ; not to pander 
to immorality, but as introductory to a nobler manhood and a more 

glorified worrtanhood ; as, indeed, the veritable gateway to a paradise 
regained. 

Do not criti<'ise me, therefore, from a commonplace point of view. 
Question me, first, of the grounds of my faith. Conceive, if yqu can, 

the outlook for that huma.nity which comes trooping tht·ough the long, 
bright vista of futurity, as seen by the eyes of a devout spiritualist and 

a transcendental socialist. My whole nature is prophe~ic. I do not and 

cannot live merely in the present. Credit, first, the burden of my 
prophecy; and from the new st:lnding-grountl s:J projected forth into 

the future, look back upon our ~imes, and so judge of my doctrine; 

and if, still, you cannot concede either the premises or the conclusion, 
you may, perhap~, think more kindly of me personally, as an amiable 
enthusiast, than if you deemed me delibera~ely wicked in seeking to 

disturb the foundations of our existing social order. 

J I prize dearly the good opinion of .my fellow-beings. I would, so 

gl.o,dly, have you think well of me, and not ill. ~tis because I love 
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r you all,_ an~ ~ov~ y~ur well-being still more than I love _y~u, that .I tell 
, you my VISion of the future, and that I woukl w1lhngly disturb 
1 your confidence, so long cherished, in the old dead or dying-out past. 

. Believe me honest, my dear friends, and so forgive and think: of me 

lovingly in turn, even if ylfu are compelled still to regard me as de· 

ceivetl I repeat, that I love you nll; that I love every human crea· 

ture, and their well being; and that I believe, with· the profoundest 
conviction, that what I have urged in this discourse i.i conducive t() 

that end. 

Thus have I ex:pl~ined to you what Social Freedom or, as some 
cho<>se to denominate it, Free Love, is, and what its advocates demand. 

Society says, to grant it is to precipitate itself into anarchy. I oppose 
to this arbitrary assumption the logic of general freedom, and aver that 

order and harmony will be secured where anarchy now reigns. The 
order of nature will soon determine whether society is or I am right. 

Let that be as it may, f repeat: "The love that I cannot command is 

not mine; let me not disturb myself about it, nor attempt to filch it 

from its rightful owner. A heart that I supposed mine has drifted and 

gone. Shall I go in pursuit? Shall I forciblY. capture the truant and 
transfix it with the barb of my selfi.sh affection, and pin it to the wall 

of my chamber? Rather let me leave my doors and windows open, 

intent only on living so nobly that the best cannot fail to be drawn to 

me by an irresistible attraction." 
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THE NEW ERA. 

Almost simultaneously with the enun~tion of t4e Principles of Social Freedom, 
in other words, the Natural Laws which· underlie the Social Relations of the Sexes, 
comes the vo1ce of Alfred Tennyson from beyond the seas. Harper' a Weekly, the 
Journal of civilization, gives us his last utterance, "The L:1St Tournament" In the 
Poet Laureate's melodious lines we 11.nd the rhythmical echo of those solemn and 
aB-imponant wutha which we had put forward in ruder but not less earnest prose. 
That the Harpers should publish truths in poetry which they denounce in prose 
does not surprise us. The form and manner of the utterance make such a diti'<Jr
ence; the renown of the prophet insures an audience; publishers are mortal. With 
them it is not the doctrine, but its pecuniary acceptableness. Does it pay t But we 
wait with wonder to see what the press shall say of this newest procl"mation, "by 
authority," of self-evident truths. The" bald and bold" pronunciamento of Stein
way Hall is overlaid by the subtle refinements and pure eleg ~nee of the most senti
mental and most philosophic poet of the age. We are denounced as wishing to 
reduce the sexual relation to simple promisCuity, while our faith and our contention 
are that perfect freedom would annihilate all temptation to promiscuity. We de
nounce promiscuity and licentiousness with all our might, and. shall protest 
against them to our latest breath. Let Sir Triatam speak for us: 

"The TOW that binds too atrlctlyeuape ltaelt 
• • • • • 

We run more counter to the aoul thereof 
Than had we never aworn"-

We shall be glad to hear what our supcrsanctitied, self-approved judges, who 
condemn us to the lowest Tophet, shall say of Tennyson for his definitions of Free
dom without any discrimination of phase or person. What will they say or the 
good Harpers for publishing such infidelity and immorality-

"Good now, what music have I broken, fool?" 
And llttleDaeonet, aklpplng, "Arthur, the klng'a; 
For when thou playeat that air wltll. Q11een laolt, 
Tholl makeat broken mnalc with thy bride, 
Her daintier nameaake down In Brittany-
And eo thou breakeat Arthur'• mualc too." 
"Sue for that broken mualc In thy bralna, 
Sir Fool," aald Trlftam, " I would break thy bead. 
Fool, I came late, the heathen ware were o'er, 
The life had down, we aware but by the ahell-
1 am but a fool to reMOn with a fool-
Come, thou art crabb'd and eour; but lean me 

down, 
Sir Dagonet, one of thy long aaaee' eara, 
And hearken If my music be not true. 

" 'l"rw loH-;{rw jUld-'!M lqw but whilf VIII 

may: 
TM tDOOtl8 CZN hUlk 'd, thdr muric w no f7lliN: 

Tlu leaf w dead, tM ~lng rxut aiiXJ!I: 
Neu~leaf, MtD lV-elu dayl qf,frolt CZN o'r: 
Neu~lV,, IUtD lor!' to me e1u MWW dav: 
Neu~lotlu aN nout a. tlwH tlult tDI!nt bt;fore: 
Frw loN-.f'ru.ft«d-tDI!low &ut whill VIII may.' 

"Ye might have mond alow-meaaure to my 
tune, 

Not atood etockatlll. I mad4 it in tlu tliOOtU, 
.And found it ring a. trw a. tuud (lOla." 

• • • • • 
Then Trlatam, pacing moodUy up and down, 

"Vowel did ye keep ·tbe vow ye made to llilark 
:More than I mine 1 Lied, nr ye? Nay, but learnt, 
T.W ww tlult bind8 too strictly map~ UIIV-
:My knighthood taught me thla-ay, being aDApt-
We • un f7lliN counur to tlu M1Ul tMrtqf · 
Tlwn had VIII nner 6UIOf'n. I swear no more. 
I swore to the great King, and am forsworn. 
For once-ev'n to the belgbt--1 bonor'd bllll. 
• Mao, Ia be man at all t' . . . . ~ 

''Be -m'd tome no man, 
Bat Michael trampling Satan; 10 I aware, 
Dclng amazed: but tbie went by-tbt~ Towel 
0 ay-tbe wholesome madneae of an bour
Tbey aerved their nee; 

" B11t then their TOW
Firat mainly tbro' that aallylng of our Qlleen
Degan to gall the lm!jrbthood, &eking whence 
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Bad Arthur ~bt to bllld tbem to blmleltt 
To bllld tbem brlllvlolable vowe, 
Wbtcb deeh aad blood perforce would 't'lolate • 
Can Arthur make me pare 
Aa aor malden child r lock ap my tongue 
From ott.erlng freel7 what I freely hear r 
Bind me to oae r The ltfe&t worad laugbe at U. 
And worldlln:c or the world am I, aud know 
The ptar!:llgan that whlt.ene ere hie boar 
W ooee bl• own end; we are not an:cele here 
Nor abell be: row&-I am woodman or the wood•, 
And be~r th ~ garnet- headed yalllngale 
:Mock tbem: my eoul, • we love but while we mar, 
And therefore le my love 10 large for thee, 
Seeing It Ia not bounded l&ve by love." 

Here ending, be moved toward her, and abe 
aald, 

"Good: and I turn'd away my love tor thee 
To eome one thrice ae courteous u thyself
For courtesy wlue woman nil aa well 
As valor may-bot he that cloeee both 
Ie perfect, be Ia Lancelot-taller Indeed, 
Bosler and' omeller, thou-bot say 11oved 
This knlghtlleat or all knlghta, and cutthee back 
Thine own tmall aaw, •we love but wblle we 

ID:AY.' 
Well, tbeo, whatanewert" 

Be tbat while abe lp&li:e' 
IIOodfol of what be brought to adorn her wltb, 
The Jewels, hMd let one llo:cer lightly toocb 
The warm w}!lta apple of her throat, replied, 
"Prel8 thla a little cloeer, sweet, on til-
Come, I am baoger'd and balfaoger'd-meat., 
Wine, wln-nd I wllllove'tbee to the deatb, 
And out beyond toto tbe dream to come." . 

So then, when both were brQogbt to toll accord, 
She roee, and set before blm all be wlll'd; 
And after these bad comforted the blood 
Wltb meata and wines, and satiated their bearte
Nuw talking of tbelr woodland paradlee, 
The deer, tba dewe, the tern, tbe founts, tbe 

lawne; 
Now mocking at the much ungalnlloeea, 
And craven ehlfta, and long crane legs of :Mark
Then Trlatam laoghlllg caught tbe bup, and I&Dgl 

"A7, ay, 0 ay-tbe wlodl that bend the brier I 
A a tar In heaven, a star wltbln tbe mere I 
Ay, ay, 0 ay-a etar was my dealre; 
And one was far apart, and one wu near: 
Ay, ay, 0 ar-the wlnde that bow the gruel 
And one wu water and one etar wae lire, 
And one will ever shine and one will pag
AJ, ay, 0 ay-tbe wllldl tbat move tbe mere." 
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